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Does the hunter have 
a deer or elk license for 
archery or muzzloader?

updated: 02/24

ADD-ON ARCHERY, MUZZLELOADER & RIFLE BEAR: 2024
CAN A HUNTER PURCHASE AN ADD-ON BEAR LICENSE?

NO

NO

YES

Does AT LEAST ONE GMU 
overlap on the OTC archery 
or muzzleloader bear license 
they wish to purchase?

The hunter MUST have:
▶ A deer or elk archery license to 

participate in the over-the-counter 
archery bear season.

▶ A deer or elk muzzleloader license to 
participate in the over-the-counter 
muzzleloader bear season.

There must be an OVERLAPPING GMU 
between:
▶ The hunter’s deer or elk archery license 

and the over-the-counter archery bear 
license.

▶ The hunter’s deer or elk muzzleloader 
license and the over-the-counter 
muzzleloader bear license.

▶ NEW   The hunter’s elk rifle license and 
the over-the-counter rifle bear license.

NO

KEEP GOING!

YES

Is the hunter’s deer or elk 
license for private land only?

The hunter is restricted to 
hunting bear on private land 
as well. 

The hunter can purchase an add-on over-the-counter archery, 
muzzleloader or rifle bear license and can hunt bear in any of the 
units listed on that bear license during the archery, muzzleloader or 
rifle seasons.
The license must be for the same method of take 
and one unit must overlap: 
If the hunter has a deer or elk archery license, they can 
purchase an add-on bear archery license. If the hunter has 
a deer or elk muzzleloader license, they can purchase an 
add-on bear muzzleloader license. NEW   If the hunter has an 
elk rifle license hunt code E-E-061-E1-R, they can purchase an 
add-on bear rifle license. 
Hunters can only hunt deer or elk in the unit(s) and season specified 
on their deer or elk license. 

OVER-THE-COUNTER RIFLE BEAR LICENSES:
Hunters can purchase over-the-counter rifle bear 
licenses without needing to have a deer or elk license.

Go to cpw.info/bear-hunts to see all of the available bear hunts broken out by unit and hunt code!

The hunter MUST have:
▶ NEW   An elk rifle license for hunt code 

E-E-061-E1-R to participate in the over-
the-counter rifle bear season.

NEW   Does the hunter have  
an elk rifle license in hunt 
code E-E-061-E1-R? NO

http://cpw.info/bear-hunts



